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1. Introduction 
The linguistic unity of the Bantu language group is an accepted 

fact among linguists. Those concerned with the Eastern Bantu 
languages in particular often find that phenomena--on the phonological, 
morphological or syntactic levels--which they have discovered to be 
present in the grammar of one language are paralleled by identical 
phenomena in other Bantu languages spoken hW1dreds of miles awe;y. 
Yet, at the same time, we are often startled to find totally dissimilar 
behavior in languages which are close neighbors. The majority of 
the evidence establishing the Wlity of the Bantu languages falls 
within the realms of phonology and morphology. Comparison of the 
phonological and morphological properties of many Bantu languages has 
led to a fair W1derstanding of the essential phonological and morpho-
logical characteristics which must have been present in the proto-
language. On the syntactic level, however, the work bas barely begun. 
Although Bantuists recognize some syntactic patterns as 'typical' of 
Bantu, intensive investigations into the extent to which syntactic 
phenomena in various Bantu languages parallel or differ from each 
other are rare. Yet it is precisely this type of investigation which 
is crucial to our understanding of Bantu syntax. 

This type of full scale, intensive investigation is a massive 
Wldertaking, which I have barely· begW1. Nonetheless, I have embarked 
on a preliminary course to discover what the investigation of one 
small facet of syntax in several geographically separated Eastern 
Bantu languages can tell us about the types of results we might obtain 
if we attempt a systematic investigation of comparative Bantu syntax. 
These results must, of course, be tested against a wider range of 
Bantu languages before they can be accepted as valid. In addition, 
these results must eventually be compared with gr8lll1Ilatical descriptions 
of English and other non-Niger-Congo languages, because such comparisons 
with clearly =related languages enable us to discover the extent to 
which any conclusions we have reached may be attributed to language 
relatedness and the extent to which they may reflect language 
W1iverse.ls. 

2 . The Problem 
In this paper, I have chosen to investigate the verb phrase 

complementation systems of several Eastern Bantu languages . I shall 
show how such systems may be related and contrasted, and shall argue 
that several syntactic- semantic concepts are crucial to an W1der-
standing of the complementation systems of these languages. 
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I have not looked at all , or even mosti of the Eastern .Bantu 
languages, but I have examined w~itten ms.terials-- gramma.rs and texts--
f'!'om a number of geographically diverse languages and attempted to 
arrive at some valid generalizations . In this paper I shall take 
my examples from two languages : Kamba (Kenya) as described in Notes 
on the Ka:mba Language by Gerhard Lindblom (1925); A Kamba Grammar 
by E. M. F. (1952); and Pr>aotiaai IrttPoduation to Kamba by W. li. 
Whiteley and M. G. Muli (1962); and from Cheva· (Malawi) as described 
in A Gzianwta:t' of Chichewa by Mark Hanna. Watkins (1937 ) . These languages 
are chosen not so mucr because they a.re tYFical in a..:.l respects in 
their complementation systems as because tbe vays in which they vary 
seem to evidence the range of complementation variation ~hich is 
found. For both of these languages I have attempted to correlate 
tbe stated properties of their grammars T,olith the properties exhibited 
ir texts or connected examples so as to reduce the _possibility of 
errors due to the analysts' nativP lang,~ages . 

In the investigation of ' common ' (i.e. Indo-Ei.1ropean) languages , 
it has often been found that three ve:rba.l forms ,;end to occur 
differentially in verb phrase compl~meot constructions: Indicatives, 
Subjunctives, and Infinitives . Verbal forms which are giYen these 
labels a.re also found in most, if not all, of toe Bantu languages . 
They exhibit s~rong morphological. eimilarity: the indicative form of 
the verb usually ends in an - a, the subjunctive ends in an -e (-€), 
and the infinitive is indicated by a prerlxed AU- (or v~rian~s). -
These ve~ba.l rarms are generally found in complement clauses as well 
as in other syntactic constructions. As there is a great deal of 
morphological stability or these affixes in the Bantu languages, it 
is natural to ask whe"ther tney are also functiona.1 l.y stable, that is 
whether the principles governing their o.ppearance in certain 
syntactic frames- - in this case the complement construction--are 
identical, or close to identical, in aJ.l o~ the Bantu languages. 

In each ~f the Bautu languages I have examined, there are both 
similarities and differences in the ways in vhich the different Yerbal 
forms e.re used in the complement construction. Tbe tendency is for 
the three forms Lo be used under different circumstances, although 
in certain cases the governing criteria. are such that the verbal f'orms 
wlll contrast. In ic;uch circumstances "they ger.erally will have dii'ferent 
interpretations . The remainder of the paper will be devoted to an 
exposition of the major morphological devices employed as com:plementi-
zers in the two obJect lnaguages~ and a discussion of the differences 
which these complementizers indicate. 

3 . Preliminary commirison 
Both Chewa and Kair,ba s.re typical of the Be.ntu languages I have 

examined in that all Lhree verbal forms appear in their complement 
clauses : 

l. Infinitives 
a . Chewa 1 h 

i. f,a:m1.c:>·ni '3a.daye.mba. kup unzitsa ra•nt¾.. 
'Lhe missiona:ries began to teach the peop1e. ' 

ii. mafa t.ikatt?ne oa.•r)5::) kudza.rukf viu:.u: 
'To.morrow we must go and cut reed(s) (with which) 

to make harvesting ba~kets' 
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b , Kamba 
i . andu onthe me :tata kG.lika kir..anzani ma.kone mu.vile . 

' all t he people were trying to get into the 
stadium to see the game . 1 

ii. yuyu mlkwimanyfsya kfttwaithya. 
' now he is learning to drive. 1 

2 . Subjunctives 
a . Chewa 

i. nifuna kutl n!vf mun:> m bwar5 mwanu. 
' I vi sh that I may hear here in your court. ' 

ii.. w].fkt:ni tcammandja akwatiwf ku kasu · r)gu . 
' let Cha.mma.:nja be m...CU"ried at Kasungu . ' 

b • Ke.lnba 
1 . nioguthi ngathooe mbtti . 

' I ' m going to buy a goat. 1 

ii. wi : endn nambililye via indr~. 
' when do you want me to start work . ' 

3 . Indicatives 
a . Che;.•a 

i, niJ·pa ~uti a~gazidana na a~ungu fathu. 
' I fear t hat he and our Europeans will hate 

each other . ' 
ii . wapcza wazy~kasS ti ·yf. 

' he found that he had again turned into a tiyi 
{bird) . ' 

b. Kamba 
i . aisye ka.na nu.k:uka iimuntbi . 

' he said that he is coming tomorro~. 1 

ii . ana.mbii e a.k.andilm.I a ivuku . 
' he told me he would send me th~ book.' 

Yet theae wro languages do not always select the same verbal fonri 
in the sa..~e complementation context ; and there are morphological 
diffe r encer;; , as well as similarities , in the conSti"uction of 
complement clauses in each language . 

Some complement clauses may be introduced by a special word. 
In Cbewa , this introducer 2 kuti. may introduce both indicative and 
subjunctive complements : 

4 . a , ~~c:>· ni fa.dauza fa.nthu Irut! kugulhsa.na. fanthu ko · ipa. 
' the mis sionar ies told the people t hat it is bad for 

people TO 1sell each o~her . 
b . nir una kutf musu~ga· nE nikara 1ne . 

' I hope thnt you protect ~acb other (marry) when I 
a.m dead.' 

Kamba has nro i ntroducera , kana and atf , which appear to be in free 
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variation (although kana appears more frequently) , these words 
on~y introduce complements with indicative verbs: 

5 , a . manaisye atr maka:thi Masa:ku . 
' they so.id that they would go to Machak.cs.' 

b. mwana wa:kwa e :Isilya kana e:ana... 
' my child thinks that when he grows up. ,.' 

Chewa infinitives may have either the s-ubjunctive or the 
indicative suffix~ as i.s shown by (la) above; while .Ka.mba infinitives 
a.re invariably indicaLive, as is shown ln (lb). ThuB• although there 
are obvious morphologica.l similarities in -che complementation syst.E='tnS 
of these two languages, there are also rather clear points of 
dif~erence . What remains to l;>e shown is whether 1:ihese variations a,re 
due to essential differences in the syntactic/semantic structures 
of complementation in these t~o la..~guages ; or a.re two alternate 
variations on ~he S8.llle essential organization. The answers to th.is 
question can only be reached through the detailed examination a~ 
complementation ln each language . a.nd the careful comparison of 
the results of these examinations . 

4. Cnewa complementation patterns 
Chewa has six morphologically distinct:. compl.ementa.tion patterns: 
,,. o. a . Bare Indicative 

b. ku t1 Indicative 
c. Bare Subjunctive 
d . kutl Subj uoct j ve 
e . Indicative Infinitive 
f . Subjunctive Infinitive. 

Bare indicative complements, as exemplified by 

7 . a . ~apEza wa .. '1.Uila -w5 ·st. 
' they (she} found that. it had all dried up . ' 

b. tits~g~l€ ta.kat€ma SU·8gwi. 
'we mus~ cut ownboo . T 

are most uncommon a.long tl1e citations in Watkins I gramma!'; they 
appear only arter the verb 1 f'ind out ' and after a few so- cal.J.ed 
auxili~ry verbs . The kut1 indicative complement occurs somewhat 
morP. ext.ensively. 

8. a . ~a.l'una kuti ni · ziy~nda. u! fa ' nthu . 
'theY wish that 1 shall go about with people .' 

b . fdZi'~a kuti watitiindu·ra 
' you know that he has accused as falsely. 1 

The word kut1 £allows ~11 verbs exp~essing mental states. In both 
types of complement, there appears to be an additional character-
ist.ic; an impl ication that the speaker believes the complement 
clause to be true (if past in time) or highly llke~y (if set in 
the future). Thus, in Cbewa, the indicative is an indication that 
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that the speaker of a sentence 1.akes the comp.!.ement to be true , 
while the use of the word kut! corresponds to an assertion about 
the subjec~ of the sentence's mental processes. 

Cheva subjunctive sentences support these conclusions . 
kuti subjunct.ive complements: 

9. a . nifuna kut1 musuijg~·nc nik.a.fa in£ . 
1:i hope that you protec-.. each other (marry) when 

I am dead. ' 
b . muniu ·~t kut1 ~idz! ·f.£ 

' you must tel1 me so that I may know ' 

again rollow verbs of .ciental states , and a.lso of saying. However, 
when the subjW'lctive ls used in the lower clause the speaker does 
not convey a.oy commitment to the truth , or probable truth of the 
complement clause . Bare subJu.nctives : 

10 . a . t!y~ni m.'ltakambE:. k.u n\phara. KWa fumu 
' leL us· go so that you can taJk (defend yourselves) 

in the chief ' s court ' 
b . tikut1 ti 'dit,. 

'we vant to eat '. 

not only carry no prediction of truth by the speaker , bu't also imply 
no prediction of the eventual truth of the complement by the subject 
of the sent<?nce. (Although s. part.icular outcome may be very much 
desired . ) Note also that in the s~cond example the verb root is 
tf , r'vant., say'' 1 1.his verb is never followed b;r :he :'arm kut.:. which 
looks like its infinitive . 

Thus we see that in ~he selection of ~he proper complemen~ 
type with an ini'lcctcd verb form , two parameters are C!'ucial. The 
first is the type of verb used in the main clause~ and the second, 
the speaker ' s commitment to the truth or probability of the 
complement ~roposition . 

Infinitival comp::.e.ments generally require that the subjects or 
the main clause and of' the complemem; clause be identical. 

11. a . ?,B.Ill.1.C:l "ni ?adayamba ku:phunzitsa f-a ·nt1\.1 
' The niss~ onari es began ~o teach the people 1 

b. ma.rs. tike.tf-m( ba O 

l)g:) kudzarukE \"ite ·tE 
'tomorrow we mllS~ go and cut reed.(s) (with which) 

to .make 11arvesting baskets 1 

(There are some minor exceptions to this rule which are of no 
concern here . ) When the infinitive is used iu the complement 
cluase there is no overt su-oJect in that clause . Thus we aight 
postulate ~he operation of an Equi NP Deletion rule vbich works 
to delete the lower of t~o identical subjects , along with a ruJ.e 
specifying subjectless verbs as infinitives . Infinitives in 
c:ornplement clauses may be either indicative, as in (lla) , or 
subjunctive ~ as in (llb) . The indlc:ative infinitive is used for 
events in the past , or ~or events in the near 'future, which are 
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presumably sure to come about. The subjunctive infinitive is 
used for events that are seen as distant in time or place, and 
hence nowhere near as sure to come about . 

Thus we see that a similar set of principles is used to govern 
the choice of indicative versus subjunctive infinitives in comple-
ment clauses as was used to choose between indicative and subjunctive 
on inflected verbs in complements. There are some difi'erences 
however. Although in both cases subjunctives represent the 
speaker ' s neutrality with respect to the event specified by the 
complement clause ever coming into being, in the case of the infini-
tive there is a clear implication that it is impossible to predict 
the event because it is set in some distant time or place over which 
neither the speaker nor the actors have any control. In the case of 
the inflected subjunctive this removal is not necessary, it is 
sufficient that the speaker wishes, for any reason, to express 
uncertainty about the outcome. 

The indicative infinitive is used for past (realized) events 
and for events in the near future which the speaker is sure will 
come true . Thus the indicative infinitive indicates the same speaker 
attitude as the indicative on an inflected complement verb. 

However, this is not the full picture. If it is the case tha~ 
indicative infinitives meet exactly the criteria for indicative 
inflected verbs with the addition of identical subjects in the matrix 
and complement clauses, then there should he no indicative comple-
ments with identical subjects present in both clauses. They should 
always be replaced with infinitival complements. Yet the verb 
'find out',~. always takes the bare indicative complement, even 
when the subjects of the main and complement clauses are identical 
(see sentence (3.a. ii)). Thus, another parameter must be at work 
in the formation of indicative infinitives. Unfortunately, I have 
not yet determined what the additional factor may be. Possibly, 
there must be an immediate relationship between the action of the 
main and embedded clauses; but I have not yet been able to work out 
such a concept to my own satisfaction. 

Since subjunctive infinitives only occur with events at a 
remove from the action of the matrix clause, there are naturally 
cases of subjunctive inflected complements with the subjects of the 
matrix and complement clauses identical. These generally refer to 
events in the near future where the speaker is nonetheless unwill-
ing or unable to predict realization. Thus, the rule forming 
infinitive complements must be sensi~ive not only to the presence 
of identical subjects in each clause, but also to the situational 
pragmatics of the sentence . 

Thus, in Chewa, the choice of complementizer is controlled in 
part by the syntactic elements of the sentence, and in part by the 
pragmatics of its use. The choice between indicative and 
subjunctive indicates the speaker's beliefs about the truth (or 
eventual realization) of the complement clause . The form kutf 
is selected by a particular class of matrix verbs which indicate 
the mental activities of the subject of the higher clause . While 
the use of the infinitive requires the identity of' matrix and 
complement subject as well as specific satisfaction of requirements 
of truth, decideability, and so on . Thus, a complex interaction 
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of meaning, lexical items , and speaker beliefs all go into the 
choice of complement type in Che-wa. 

5. Kamba complement~tion patterns 
Kamba has five complement patterns: 

12 . a. Bare Indicative 
b . kana. Indicative 
c. Simpl e Subjunctive 
d. (~ndicative} Infinitive 
e. Future Subjunctive 

Thus it is clear that there must be some differences in the choice 
or com.plemen~izer in Kamba as compared to Chewa. Nontheless, the 
rules governing complementizer choice in Kamna use similar crjteria 
to those of Chewa , although the speciflc pairings of criterion and 
compl ementizer will often differ . 

Indicative complements, with or without the introductory ka.na, 
only follow verbs of saying or mental activity . ka11a is used when 
the complement is a statement of fact, no introducer is used when 
t;he complement rep-resents an int.ention or :possible, but not certain, 
event . Thus compare: 

13. ma.isye ke.na nr mutamanu 
' they said that he was stupid.' 

14. amanyisya me.isye ma.imumanyisya !ngt 
'the ~eachers said that they would not teach him anymore. ' 

In the first case, the complement represents a s~atement of fact on 
the part of the subject o~ the higher. clause , while in the se~ond 
case, it represents an intention on the part of the subject of the 
higher sentence . At the same time, it appea.ra that speaker evaluation 
of the truth of the complement . or its probable cealization if set in 
the future, also plays a part in deciding whether the introductory 
kana wlll be employed . Thus in the sentences given as {3 .b . i) and 
( 3.b. ii ) , repeated ber.e; 

3. b. i . ai sye kaca nilkilka ilmilnthi 
' he said that he is coming today. 1 

ii . anam.bii e akandllmia ivuku 
' he said that he would send me the book . T 

we have two reported promises as to the future action of the 
reported complement sentence. However, it seems that we have a 
different atitutde tovards these promises on the part of the 
speakers of these sentences. In the first case , th~ speaker 
believes tbat the promise wlll be kept, ~hile in the second case~ 
the speaker only reports the promise , but does not express conviction 
that it ~ill be kept. Thus, as in Chewa , the speaker attitude seems 
to affect the fot'm of the complement clause. 

The infinitive complement in Kamba, again as in ChewaJ is 
only used when the subjects of the matrix and complement clauses 
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are identical.. Thu$, we might posit an Equi-NP deletion rule for 
Kanlba. too. Infinitival complements never follow the verbs which 

have just described which ~ake indicative complements . Thus , 
the posited Equi- NP rule must be sensitive to the matrix verb as 
vell as to the subject flPs. The .simple infinitive is used when 
the action of the complement is seen as true or following immediately 
on the action of the main clause thus: 

15. syana niuthi kUthauka muvi : la 
' the children are going to pley footba.ll .' 

Io this sentence the children are seen as on their way to the game , 
and the playing is seen as certain to take place . When the comple-
ment is seen as not automatically i 'ollowi.r1g upon the action of the 
main verb, the subjunctive will be used, ~hus; 

16 . n!ngilthi ngathooe mbili 
'I 'm going to buy a goat .' 

In this case, the action of going is seen as not necessarily 
re$ulting in the purchase or the goat, perhaps none will be for 
sale today, or tne buyer will not agree to the seller ' s price . 
Here the subjunctive is used on the complement verb , along with 
the future tense marker , -ka- ~ \./hich incUca.tes the distance between 
the action of the two verbs . If the buying of the goat we:re seen 
as certain, the sentence could be rendered : 

17. a. ningUthi kuthooa mbui 
' I ' m going to buy a goat. ' 

b . nga.thooa mbtli . 
' I ' m going to (gonna) buy a goat .' 

In the i'i:rst case , Lhe need for travel 1-0 get t.he goat is 
explicitly indicated, whi]e in the second case , only the fu~urity 
is indicated. 

In addition to ~he future subjunctive mentioned above, the 
subjunctive :.s used in complements in Kamba wheneve1· vhe conditions 
for indicative or infini~ive com.plements as described above a.re not 
met . Tha~ is , after verbs other than those of speaking or mental 
activity whenever the conditions for neither the in!"initive nor 
the future subjunctive are met . Thus , the subjtmctive does not 
necessarily indicate the improoability of the actio~ or the comple-
ment as it does in Chewa, as it must be used when the subjects of 
the ~wo clauses differ after certain verbs : 

18. wt:enda nmnbilil ye wia indii? 
'when do you want me to start work? ' 

is an example of a sentence where the action of the complement is 
expected to come about, bu~ since the subjects of the two verbs, 
Tyou' and 'I', are dirferent , the subjunctive is employed . 
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Thus, the choice of complement types in Kamba, as in Chewa, 
is based on a complex of syntactic and pragmatic criteria. The 
indicative complements a.re only used with matrix verbs of speech 
or mental states, and no other complement types may follow these 
verbs. The infinitive is used when the matrix and complement 
sentences have identical subjects, and when the action of the two 
clauses are sufficiently closely related. The subjunctive is 
used in all other cases. Speaker evaluation of the truth of the 
complement is necessary not only for the use of the infinitive, 
but also for the kana indicative . 

6. Conclusions--Chewa and Kamba compared 
If we compare the choice of complement type in Chewa and 

Kamba we find that there are extensive similarities in the criteria 
used for the selection of complementizers in both languages, just 
as there are extensive similarities in the morphology of the 
complementizer systems of these languages . However , the specific 
morphological forms governed by the specific set of criteria will 
often differ . Most importantly, in Chewa the use of the indicative 
complement depends on the speaker's evaluation while in Kamba it 
depends on the type of matrix verb . In Cbewa the introductory 
word kuti is correlated with the same class of verbs which predict 
the indicative in Kamba; while the introductory word kana in Kamba 
is used only with the indicative class of verbs, but then indicates 
the same speaker attitude that predicted the indicative in Cbewa. 
Thus, the same two parameters are used with skeved effect. 

While both Kamba and Chewa are in essential agreement as to 
the use of the indicative infinitive complement type, they differ 
in that Chewa uses the infinitive with a subjunctive ending for 
distant events, while Kamba uses a future tense inflected subJunctive 
for these cases. In general, Kamba uses the finite subjunctive 
complement more widely than Chewa does. These various differences 
are schematized in Table 1. 

Table 1 . Comparison of complement systems: speaker evaluation 

matrix verb positive neutral 

1. speech or mental state 
Chewa: 
Kamba: 

kuti indicative 
kana indicative 

, kuti subjunctive 
bare indicative 

2. other 
a) subjects different 

Chewa: 
Kamba: 

b) subjects same 
i. direct 

Chewa: 
Kamba: 

ii. distant 
Chewa: 

Kamba: 

bare indicative 
simple subjunctive 

indicative infinitive 
infinitive 

not applicable 

not annlicable 

bare subjunctive 
simple subjunctive 

bare subJunctive 
simple subjunctive 

subjunctive 
infinitive 

future sub.iunctive 
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Thus we see that in the detailed comparison of the identical 
constructions in two separate Bantu languages we may find that 
although the morphological forms employed in the construction are 
quite similar , and the factors governing the choice of morphological 
form are also similar, the specific meshing of syntact ic , semantic 
and pragmatic factors with morphol ogical forms may vary widely. 
From this we must conclude that an understanding of comparative 
Bantu grammar cannot be attained simply through the discovery of 
points of similarity or difference in the morphological systems 
of Bantu languages, but must also be based on a careful investiga-
tion of the ways in which superficially simil ar forms are actually 
used in each language . 

Footnote 

1The Chewa transcription is Watkins '; the !Camba is standard 
orthography . 
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